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once the fine was doubled each successive day until it
reached the sum of 5^. 4d. This same sum of 5.9. ^d.1
(doubled in a similar way up to 1005.) was the fine for
bloodshed, or for the offence of encroaching upon another
man's claim underground. For a thrice-repeated theft
of ore the offender's hand was pinned with a knife to the
uprights of his windlass, and if he succeeded in getting
free he had to forswear the mine for ever. A similarly
savage and primitive measure of justice was mctccl out
to the Mendip miner who stole lead worth i^d. : his
property was forfeited, and the bailiff was to bring him
1 where hys howse or wore [i. e. ore] hys, hys work and
towlls with all instruments belongyng to that occupacyon
and then put hym in hys howss or working place and
set fyer yn all together about hym and banyshe hym
from that occupacyon for ever by fore the face of all the
myners there'. Both methods of punishment are
clearly of early origin, and it seems probable that they
originally involved the death of the thief, though a later
and more humane generation connived at his escape
while retaining the ancient form of punishment. If the
burnt thief did not dread the fire, but returned and
stole again, he was handed over to the sheriff's officers
and committed to prison, being no longer one of the
privileged community. It is worth noting 'that the
great mining carnp on the borders of Cornwall and
Devon, though not apparently possessing any mine
court, had, as we might expect, certain control over the
excesses of the miners, as in 1302 there was made ' a pit
in the mine by way of prison to frighten (ad terrorem)
1 Evidently four ores of i6d., the ore being a monetary unit in
use in tl^ districts of England influenced by the Danes.

